








Even under a narrower analysis, the standard applies. Anderson’s emplaye~ 3 

+mned the wwh followed the work practices, and used the tools of the construction : 

trades (m operaton and welders, among others). It utilized construction trade 

subcon~ Anderson argues that its work was “pure demolition” since its contract 
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called for demolition of the old bridge and not construction of the replacement bridge. 
. . Anderson’s attempt to distinguish between “pure” demolition and that performed as part 

of “an overall construction project” is misplaced. Anderson’s project cannot be considered 

“pure” demolition. When properly viewed as a whole, demolition is only one portion of the 

project to replace the interstate bridge over the Savannah River. Demolition and 

construction are inextricably combined. Anderson’s interpretation would deny its employees 

protection of the standards when removing the “old” bridge while employees performing 

substantially similar work on the “new” bridge 75 feet away would be covered. There is 

nothing so inherently distinct in the demolition industry which could provide a philosophical 

basis for the type of wholesale exemption Anderson proposes. 

The construction standards of 51926 suggest that 9107 of the Contract Work Hours 

and Safety Standards Act [So U.S.C. 3331, $1 of the Davis-Bacon Act (40 USC. 271, Sl 

of the Miller Act [40 U.S.C. 27Oa], and other specified labor law statues are of “considerable 

precedential value” in defining “constnxtion” [~1926.13]. Although these earlier statutes 

did not further deEne “construction, alteration, or repair,” Anderson argues that 

“demolition” did not fall within the definition of those terms. Anderson supports this broad 

proposition with an opinion letter written in 1935 by the then United States Attorney 

General. The opinion, which anabed application of the Davis-Bacon Act to a 

governmental entity, offers little assistance in defining the terms ucons~ction, alteration, . 

and/or repair siux this was not a focus of the opinion. It also suggests that demoWon %s 

an hide& d a building project may come within the coverage definition. Contrazy to 

Anderson’s vnt, the present facts appear to support demolition m %I incident” to the 

COIlStSUCfiOII &be new bridge. Finally, interpretative rules from the referenced labor laws 

need not have any direct application to interpretations under the Act. B~htel Power Cbp, 

4 BNA OSHC 1005 at 1008,1975-76 CCH OSHD f 20,503 at p. 24,500 (No. 5064,1976), 
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ard pcf cruiam, 548 F.2d 248 (8th Cir. 1977). The Secretary has established fiat &e 

construction standards apply to resporiden t’s operation. 

ALLEGED SERIOUS CITATION 

ITEM 1: S 1926.105fa3 

The Secretary alleges that Anderson violated Q 1926.105(a) during both inspections 

because its employees were exposed to falls from the bridge. Anderson counters that the 

Secretary has failed to prove a violation and that compliance was infeasible and would have 

created a greater hazard. The standard requires: 

(a) safety nets shall be provided when workplaces are more than 25 feet 
abwe the ground . l . where the use of ladders, scaffolds, catch platforms, 
temporary floors, safety lines, or safety belts is impractical. 

Anderson primarily asserts that 0 1926.105(a) requires only the use of safety nets. 

Since 89 1926.28(a) and 1926.104 were not cited, it posits that the Secretaq was precluded 

from arguing for the use of safety belts, lifelines and lanyards. The Secretary disqrees. 

Both parties cite many of the same cases in support of their positions. scthckw. Williams 

Ehtepiks of Geogib, Inc., 832 F.2d 567 (11th Cir. 1987); L El A4j~ v, Hw 

Voltrrgc JLstemr Division, 12 BNA OSHC 1609,198647 CXH OSHD lr 27,476 (No. 82-1137, 

l!W), m’d on oheqpds, 198687 CCH OSHD 127,919; &anon Cbp, 14 BNA OSHC 

1893,1990 ax OSHD 129,152 (No. 83-135 1990). 

Andemn misunderstands the import of 6 1=6.105(a), as interpreted by the courts 

and the commission. The “standard provides that tiety nets are required where other 

devices are impractical, not that safety nets are required unless other devices are practical.“. 

Fish Skd Ca, 16 BNA OSHC 1179,1993 CCH OSHD 1 (NOS. 89-2883 & 89-3444, 

1993)m Sb ahv State Sheet Metad Co., 16 BNA OSHC ll;, 1161, 1993 CCH OSHD 

130&)42 (Noa 904620 & 90-2894,1993); Cleveland ConroL, Inc, v. OSHRC, 649 E2d 1160, 

1165 (5th Cir. 1981); Peterson Bms Steel Erection Cb., - BNA OSHC - 1991 CCH OSHD 

129$49 (Na 9M304,1991). 
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Falcon clarifies the standard’s mandate that safety nets are “the device of last reboct, 

required if the other enumerated devices, including belts, arc impraa” 16 BNA 117’9, 

1993 CCH a@ 1189. Thus, if one of the other methods specified in the standard can be used, 

the Stan- requires that it should be used. Stati Sheet Metal Co., xupm. Under F&m, 

the Secretary sustains a violation of 5 1926.105(a) by showing that employees were subject 

to falls of 25 feet or more; that none of the safety devices listed h the standard was used; 

and, if safety belts are proposed as abatement, that safety belts were practical. The 

Secretary bears the burden of proof on each issue. Only if the evidence establishes that 

safety belts are impractical will the issue of safety nets be evaluattd. The f&s of this case 

demonstrate that safety belts were practical. 

On February 28,1992, Ramirez and Baker inspected Anderson’s bridge demolition 

worksite. The compliance officers videotaped the operation from the new bridge (Exh. C-l). 

At least three employees were on the bridge roadway. One employee was on a 1-r level 

pier (or support column) beneath exposed steel girders. The employee on the pier, William 

Green, accessed the pier by burning holes in and climbing on the steel. He was not tied off 

during the burning operation (Tr. 310). Green walked back and forth along the &ot wide 

by 40-fmt long pier (‘I’r. 300). Green initially removed concrete from the pier and was not 

tied off at that time pr. 300). He did tie off when he began burning off the bolts on each 

side of the pier, which took 30 to 40 minutes to complete (Tr. 291,315 322). After burning 

the bolts, Green climbed up, crawled, and then walked along one of the steel girders to the 

roadway (Exh. C-l). He used no fall protection while he moved from the pier to the 

roadway. Another employee, Jack Levell, usafety walked” or “cooned” ‘back along the . 

girders without fall protection. He also tied off before welding (Exh. Cl; Tr. 299-300). 

A crane positioned on the roadway lifted large sections of pavement from the bridge. . 

Employees present were preparing to break the pavement into smaller sections (Exb. Gl 

thru C-3). Tbtroadway work area had three open sides, one across the north edge (where 

the roadway had been completely removed), and two sides along the cast ti m 

perimeter of the bridge (where guardrails had been removed extending 40 to 50 fat) v’. 

404,283). On February 28, a fall hazard existed at the east and west sides because 

Anderson’s subcontractor prematurely removed too many guardrails. Emplqccs came doge 
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10 k unprotected edges at all three open sides. While on the roadway, mm of the 

employees used any form of fall protection. 

Empkyeu on the roadway were at least 108 feet above ground kvel (‘It. 43,283). 

On the pier%eiow, Green was approximately 95 feet above ground levei (Exh. C-l). The 

roadway had several large cracks on the walking surface, with wire rope and equipment 

stored near the open edges. There were tripping hazards, and it was windy on’the bridge 

(Tr. 260). Fall hazards existed for employees on the bridge roadway, the girders, and the 

pier during the first inspection. Safety belts and lanyards were practical during portions of 

the employees’ exposure but were not used. 

On April 16, 1993, Baker conducted a second inspection. He s~iw three Anderson 

employees working 85 feet above ground level at the Georgia side of the old bridge. No 

roadway remained at the work area at that point. Employees were working from one of the 

horizontal main support beams, which was 14 to 18 inches wide (T’r. 192,193). With the 

exception of a gap, guardrails were in place to protect Tom a fall to the outside of the 

horizontal support beam. Baker noted employees passing back and forth in front of the 

guardrail gap and incorrectly assumed that they were not tied off or protected &om interior 

falls from the beam. The testimony of employee Green, among others, ablished that a 

%-inch steel cable had been strung along the bottom of the guardd %o we woukidt have 

to be tying in at every little stop” (Tr. 316). Etiployecs snapped their IanyaW to the line 

and moved with ffl protection. Green testified that other than the time v to access 

the work area, “they had been tied off all day” (Tr. 306, 314, 325, 326). Green was a 

forthright and crediiiile witness. Since Baker was at 1-t 85 feet froar the work area, his 

observation could have been inaccurate. Baker also misunderstood when an employee on 

the bridge held up a lanyard for Baker to see. Contrary to Bafteir assumption, the 

employee’s lanyard had not been disconnected from the lif&nc Fro 3261,334). 

Howevet, although employees weft protected while moving at their work stations, 

they used no fjaa protection to access the work area. Green explained that Anderson ‘Tikcd 

employees to be tied off once we got to our [work] stations W fir. 313). Green wasxot 

aware of any requirement to be tied off while getting to and hm the work area. Green and 

other employees walked the beam for appraximately 600 feet bcfom they reached their work 
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area. Their only fall prbtcction at that time was holding onto the guardrails with their ha&s. . 

Since interior falls were *pible in such circumstances, emplqees were exposed to a fall 

‘h-d wh& they accessed their work. 

PRACXALEY OF SAFETY BELTS 

Each party considered it to be the other’s burden to prove the practicality of using 

safety belts. The burden correctly rests with the Secretary.’ After the first inspection, 

Anderson benan strinninn ?&inch steel cable across the end of the bridge where the roadway Y Y 0 

was removed, “so nobody could 

Cables were also run along the 

inspection (Tr. 181, 348). There 

lifelines at the time of the initial 

walk off and men could hook lanyards to it” (Tr. 247). 

east-west side of the bridge by the time of the second 

1 was no reason why cables could not have been ailiad a~ 

inspection. A lifeline would provide quai protection for 

the exposed employees who traversed 600 feet to get to their work stations as it did for them 

while at their work stations. Even if guardrails were not available as anchor prints for the 

north or east-west lifelines, vertical member stanchions could have been erected as 

attachment points where necessary (Tr. 198,199). Anderson had the cable, welding tools, 

and experienced employees to facilitate erecting such a qstcm. Also, a lifeline would have 

permitted Green to remain tied off while he removed concrete and walked along the pier. 

Anderson’s vice-president, Lanny Lcveil, admitted that %e could have put [a cable] down 

there” (Tr. 3c1,258,259,317): Green’s failure to tie off while burning access holes was also 

practical and was a violation of Anderson’s work rule. 

Considering the specik work being performed in each instance of cxpaauc, the 

potential interference with that work by use of safety belts, and the physical capability to 

provide the protection, the record as a whole establishes that it was practical to use safety 

belts during both inspections. Howlever, during the speci& times that Green, and later 

bell, moved over the steel beams, the Secretary has not met its burden of proving that 
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safety belts wwc p~cti~l. Although a Sblh lifeline system might have been used, there 

is insufficient evidence to prove that this was practical on the steel beams. a 

WXATION OF ANDERSON’S SAFETY BELT REQUIREMENT 

Anderson’s vice-president, La&y LevelI, acknowledged that safety belts should be 

used (Ik. 195). He primarily stressed that workers tie off when they reach a work location. 

Contrary to Anderson’s policy, Green removed concrete on the pier and burned access holes 

but was not tied ofE Levels also expected his men to tie off if they approached the edge 

where the guardrails had been removed They did not do so Q’r. 25657,283). 

KNOWLEDGE OF SERIOUS VIOLATION 

Anderson’s superintendent, Gus Bailey, was on the site at the time of both 

inspections. Levels was aware the day before that his employees would be working where 

the guardrails had been improperly removed. He did not believe that the lackof guardrails 

required any additional precautions (Tr. 273). Anderson had knowledge of the violations. 

ANDERSON’S DEFENSES OF GREATER HAZARD 
ANDINFEAsIBILlnY 

Anderson argues that use of safety belts was both infkasible and would cSltate a 

greater hazard. Would compliance so interfere with petiormancc of mmssary work as to 

be infeasible under the cimmstanccs? LhmPar&~d Fom Co., 12 BNA OSHC 1949, 

19%S9, 198647 CCH OSHD 1 27,650, p. -024-27 (No. 7%2SS3, l986), nv?d on otha 

gmuads, 843 F.2d 1135 (8th Cir. 1988). Anderson ftied to establish that it implemented an 

alternative pm@ctive measure or that there was no feasible altemativc measure It likewise 

failed to meet the greater hazard defense by proving that (I) the hazards of compliance were 

greater than nancompliancc; (2) alternative means of protection were unavailable; and (3) 

a variance was mvajlable or inappropriate. EG., Skibe M&m Mzn@inca&@& W-g 

Cotp., 15 BNA OSHC 1214 122S,l991 CKH OSHD f 29,44& p. 39,682 @lo. 88=82l, 1991); 
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state Sheet Meti C&, v (employer must show that it explored a possible alternatives, 

not only those methods of protection listed in the standard). It is insufficient to meet the 

defense tlW~sa&y belt system requires some planning and must have the safety lines 

retrieve& e +- 

CLASSIFICATION AND PENAL,TY 

An 850 to UN-foot fall from the bridge would likely result in death. A serious 

violation of § 1926.lOS(a) is affirmed as alleged in both the first and secoad citations. The 

Commission is the final arbiter of pentities in all contested cases. Interstote G&ass Co., 487 

F.2d 438 (8th Cir. 1973). Anderson had from 60 to 80 empbyecs at the time of the 

inspections and had no previous citations under the Act (Tr. 2%). The high gravity of the 

violation is a primary consideration. The full proposed penalty of $875 is assessed for the 

first citation. A penalty of $2,000 is assessed for the sccoti citation. 

The Secretary alleges Anderson violated 6 1926.100(a) on February 28,1992, because 

its employees were not wearing hard hats on the bridge. Anderson admits that some of its 

employees wert not wearing head protection but ass&s tbat there was no pokible danger 

of head injury. The standard requires: 

(a) Emplqees working in areas where there is a possible danger of head 
injury from impact, or from fUl&g or flying objects. l . shall be protected by 
protective helmets. 

Anderson’s employees were invoolved in Watching” large pieces of pavement &om the 

bridge roadwq Green was on the pier, and at least three others were bebind the crane on 

tbe ma- waiting to assist with the lift. None of the four employees wore a bard hat. 

Jack UvellSs @stimoq that his hard bat could not be distinguished in Exbiiiii Gl because 

he had a mmatshirt howi pulled over the hard hat is not aediile since it is c~~~trazy to 

ph~ical widerace and common experience. Lanny IJZWI~ asserted tbat his superintendent 

and another empkycc lc~ their hard hats because it was so windy that day (Tr. 260). In 
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my eve& if there was “possible danger of head injury,” emplqws should have wofn 

protective helmets. Working under and around the crane, as is depicted in Exhiiit C-1, and 

being ~II Wvirinity as large sections of pavement were pulled from the roadway, exposed 

empl~~$qact from nying concrete or injury from equipment. Ramirez observed 

pieces of mnt “flying all over with the tension of this sling against the concrete” (Tr. 

95). The pieces flew 10 to 15 feet when the slab was lifted (Tr. 96). Employees on the 

roadway were exposed to head injury fkom flying objects. Likewise, Green, working 20 to 

30 feet away and below the crane, was subject to being hit by pieces of concrete. Employees 

should have worn head protection during the lift and aftenvard to protect themselves fkom 

debris which could occur with an accidental drop of the slab (Exh. C-l). 

Lanny Leveli noted that his employees should have worn hard hats during the job (Tr. 

281). At the time of the violation Anderson’s superintendent, Gus Bailey, w&s on the bridge 

and his knowledge is imputed to Anderson (Tr. 55,284). An impact caused by flying debris 

could result in a head injury causing hospitalization or death. A serious violation of 

11926.100(a) is affirmed. Considering factors previously discussed, a penalty of $500 is 

assessed 

1926.1OSl(Q 

Anderson allegedly violated this standard by burning holes into the vertic&l steel to 

useasanaccesswa y. The Secretary contends that a ladder should have been provided 

Anderson claims that the holes were safer than a ladder and, thus, it met the intent of the 

standard The standard specifics: 

(a) A st&way or ladder shall be provided at all personnel points of am. 
whem tberc is a break in elevation of 19 inches (48 cm) or more, and no 
ramp, runway, sloped embankment, or perso~el hoist is pmvidcd. 

Andezsonk b&f does not assert the greater hazard defense, but argues that the met&d 

used by Green complied with the definition of %quivalent” in 9 1926.1050(b): 
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Equivolrrtr means alternative designs, m:wrjds, or methods that the employer 
can demonstrate will provide an equal or greater degree of safety for 
emplqeu than the method or item specified in the standard. 

Both paW~~~ume that the definition of “equivalent” applies to $ 1926,1051(a). 

Greczi wallted out on the beam, sat down, and burned two holes in the &foot vertical 

beam (Tr. 301, 307). Each hole was 2 inches by 4 inches; the first hole was 1% feet from 

the top (‘I?. 308). Green descended the beam by using these handholds and then stood on 

the gusset and windbracing. Green used the handholds only once to descend and to return 

to the roadway (‘b. 309). Ramirez advised Level1 that a ladder should be used to provide 

safe access. Green descried how he tried to rig a ladder “in the hole” after the first 

inspection (Tr. Un). The ladder reduced the opening to 18 inches (Tr. 303). It was 

impossible for him to descend through the reduced opening (Tr. 262,303). 

Anderson argues that the method used by Green is industry practice. This is not 

supported in the record. All that it shown is that Anderson regularly used this method over 

a number of years. Simply because workers may be experienced with an alternate, though 

not preferred method of accessing work from vertical steel, does not mean the alternate 

method is safer. Ladders are considered a safer means of access. T~kkwBuiWpk~~, 

5 BNA OSHC 1@3, 1977-78 CCH OSHD 121,592 (No. 3735, 1978) (ladders safer no 

matter how skillfuny steehuorkers climbed steel); National hdumiizl ckbmucm Ihc, 583 

E2d 1048 (8th Cir. 1978). At this worksite, however, the restricted opening on the beam 

prevented the ladder from being properly secured (T’r. 302-303); There was insufficient 

space for employees to actually use the ladder. The swamp-like conditions below the bridge 

prevented Anderson from reaching tht pier from below with an aerial lift, for example. In 

such circumstances, use of the ladder was infeasIble and the method employed by Green 

provided equivalent safe access. The alleged violation is vacated. 

JWDINGS OF FACI’ AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

The foregoing decision constitutes the findings of fact and conclusions of law in 

accordam with Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 52(a). 
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Based. on the foregoing decision, it is ORDERED: 

(1) That the violation of 0 1926.105(a) alleged in the citation issued on May 15,1992 

(Docket No. 92.1899), and the citation issued on June 12, 1992 (Docket No. 92.2122), are 

affirmed and penalties of $875 and $2,ooO, respectively, are assessed. 

(2) That the violation of 6 1926.100(a) is affirmed, and a penalty in the amount of 

$500 is assessed. 

(3) That the violation of 2j 1926.1051(a) is vacated. 

/s/ Nancv J. SDies 
NANCY J. SPIES 
Judge 

Date: October 12, 1993 


